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2005: Beginning of Internet Video Era 

100M streams first year 

Premium Sports Webcast on Line 
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2006 – 2011: Internet Video Going Prime Time 

   2006 2007 2008 2009 2010 2011 
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Herb Simon Attention Economics 

Overabundance of information  
implies a scarcity of user attention! 

Onus on content publishers to  
increase engagement  

Zhang, SIGCOMM 2011 



What Impacts Engagement? 

What is understood: 

Content & Personal Taste 

What is NOT Understood:  how much does quality matter?  
“Compelling Content, even fuzzy, can capture the attention of the world” 

Impact significantly 

Zhang, SIGCOMM 2011 



Given the same video (content), "
Does Quality Impact Engagement? 

Buffering . . . .

 
•  What are the most critical metrics? 
•  Do these critical metrics differ across genres? 
•  How much does optimizing a metric help? 



Overview of the Paper 

"   A week of data from multiple premium video sites &  
§  Full census measurement from video player

"   Three genres: Live, LVoD, SVoD

"   Five quality metrics
§  Buffering Ratio
§  Rate of Buffering 
§  Join time 
§  Rendering Quality 
§  Average Bit Rate 

"   Two granularities: view/viewers

Empirical study of video quality vs. engagement 
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Highlights of Results

"  Quality has substantial impact on engagement

"  Buffering ratio is most critical across genres
§  Highest impact for live: "

1% increase in buffering reduces 3min play time

"  Bitrate and Buffering Rate also important for live

"   Join time impacts engagement at viewer level but not 
view level  

"  Many interesting dependencies 
§   Need context , multiple “lenses” to extract dependencies

Zhang, SIGCOMM 2011 



Outline

"  Introduction

"  Dataset and setup 

"  Selected results  

"  Concluding remarks

Zhang, SIGCOMM 2011 



Internet Video Eco-System Today:"
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Adaptive Multi-Bit Rate & "
Multiple Servers For the Same Stream

Screen 

Video Player  

500Kbps 

800Kbps 

1Mbps 

1.5Mbps 

2Mbps 

3Mbps 
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Where to Measure Video Quality? "


Video 
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Video 
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Hosting 
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ISP & Home 
Net 

Video Player 
Software  

Screen 
At the Last Point Before Display! 
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Video Player Instrumentation
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Quality Parameters NOT Available in ISP or CDN 
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Engagement Metrics

"  View-level 
§  Play time of a video session

"  Viewer-level
§  Total play time by a viewer in a period of time
§  Total number of views by a viewer in a period of time 

Zhang, SIGCOMM 2011 



Content Genres

Dataset # videos # viewers "
(100K)

SVoDA 43 4.3

SVoDB 53 1.9

LVoDA 115 8.2

LVoDB 87 4.9

LiveA 107 4.5

LiveB 194 0.8

FIFA 3 29

2-5 mins
e.g., trailers

35-60 mins
TV episodes

Live 
sports


Premium content providers in US 
Diverse platforms and optimizations

One week of data in Fall 2010 + FIFA world cup 
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High-level questions & Analysis 
Techniques

Which metrics matter most?

Are metrics independent?

How do we quantify the impact?

à (Binned) Kendall correlation

à Information gain

àLinear regression

Zhang, SIGCOMM 2011 



LVoD at View Level 

Bit Rate and Join Time not much? 

Buffering Ratio correlates with engagement the most

Zhang, SIGCOMM 2011 



Seeing the World via Two Lenses: "
 (LVoD View level)

Information Gain  Correlation 

Bit Rate Gain High Bit Rate Correlation Low

Why the Difference? 
Zhang, SIGCOMM 2011 



Engagement vs. Bit Rate for LVoD View Level

Non-monotone  à  Low Correlation  
Zhang, SIGCOMM 2011 



Join time is critical for user retention 
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Correlation coefficient (kendall): -0.74

Join Time Analysis at Viewer Level 
(same viewer across multiple views)
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 Buffering Ratio remains the most significant  
 Bitrate and Rate of Buffering matter much more 

Live  vs  LVoD 
View Level  

Zhang, SIGCOMM 2011 



Quantitative Impact: 

1% increase in buffering reduces engagement by 3 minutes 
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Engagement vs. Bit Rate for Live View Level
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(a) Buffering ratio
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(b) Rate of buffering events
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(c) Average bitrate
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(d) Rendering quality

Figure 4: Qualitative relationships between four quality metrics and the play time for a video from LiveA.

sized bins, and for AvgBitrate we use 20 kbps-sized bins. For
each bin, we compute the empirical mean of the engagement metric
across the sessions/viewers that fall in the bin.

We compute the Kendall correlation between the mean-per-bin
vector and the values of the bin indices. We use this “binned” cor-
relation metric for two reasons. First, we observed that the correla-
tion coefficient2 was biased by a large mass of users that had high
quality but very low play time, possibly because of low user inter-
est. Our primary goal, in this paper, is not to study user interest in
the specific content. Rather, we want to understand if and how the
quality impacts user engagement. To this end, we look at the aver-
age value for each bin and compute the correlation on the binned
data. The second reason is scale. Computing the rank correlation
is computationally expensive at the scale of analysis we target. The
binned correlation retains the qualitative properties that we want to
highlight with lower compute cost.

3.3 Information Gain
Correlations are useful for quantifying the interaction between

variables when the relationship is roughly monotone (either increas-
ing or decreasing). As Figure 3(c) shows, this may not always be
the case. Further, we want to move beyond the single metric analy-
sis. First, we want to understand if a pair (or a set) of quality metrics
are complementary or if they capture the same effects. As an exam-
ple, consider RendQual in Figure 3; RendQual could reflect ei-
ther a network issue or a client-side CPU issue. Because BufRatio
is also correlated with PlayTime , we suspect that RendQual is
mirroring the same effect. Identifying and uncovering these hidden
relationships, however, is tedious. Second, content providers may
want to know the top k metrics that they should to optimize to im-
prove user engagement. Correlation-based analysis cannot answer
such questions.

To address the above challenges, we augment the correlation
analysis using the notion of information gain [32], which is based
on the concept of entropy. The entropy of random variable Y is
H(Y ) =

�
i
P [Y = yi] log 1

P [Y =yi]
, where P [Y = yi] is the

probability that Y = yi. The conditional entropy of Y given an-
other random variable X is defined as H(Y |X) =

�
j
P [X =

Xj ]H(Y |X = xj) and the information gain is then H(Y ) −
H(Y |X), and the relative information gain is H(Y )−H(Y |X)

H(Y ) . Intu-
itively, this metric quantifies how our knowledge of X reduces the
uncertainty in Y .

Specifically, we want to quantify what a quality metric informs
us about the engagement; e.g., what does knowing the AvgBitrate
or BufRatio tell us about the play time distribution? As with the
correlation, we bin the data into discrete bins with the same bin
specifications. For the play time, we choose different bin sizes de-
pending on the duration of the content. From this binned data, we
compute H(Y |X1, . . . , XN ), where Y is the discretized play time

2This happens with Pearson and Spearman correlation metrics also.

and X1, . . . , XN are quality metrics. From this estimate, we cal-
culate the relative information gain.

Note that these two classes of analysis techniques are comple-
mentary. Correlation provides a first-order summary of monotone
relationships between engagement and quality. The information
gain can corroborate the correlation or augment it when the re-
lationship is not monotone. Further, it provides a more in-depth
understanding of the interaction between the quality metrics by ex-
tending to the multivariate case.

3.4 Regression
Rank correlation and information gain are largely qualitative anal-

yses. It is also useful to understand the quantitative impact of a
quality metric on user engagement. Specifically, we want to an-
swer questions of the form: What is the expected improvement in
the engagement if we optimize a specific quality metric by a given
amount?

For quantitative analysis, we rely on regression. However, as the
visualizations show, the relationships between the quality metrics
and the engagement are not always obvious and several of the met-
rics have intrinsic dependencies. Thus, directly applying regres-
sion techniques with complex non-linear parameters could lead to
models that lack a physically meaningful interpretation. While our
ultimate goal is to extract the relative quantitative impact of the
different metrics, doing so rigorously is outside the scope of this
paper.

As a simpler alternative, we use linear regression based curve
fitting to quantify the impact of specific ranges of the most critical
quality metric. However, we do so only after visually confirming
that the relationship is approximately linear over the range of inter-
est. This allows us to employ simple linear data fitting models that
are also easy to interpret.

4. VIEW LEVEL ENGAGEMENT
The engagement metric of interest at the view level is PlayTime .

We begin with long VoD content, then proceed to live and short
VoD content. In each case, we start with the basic correlation based
analysis and augment it with information gain based analysis. Note
that we compute the binned correlation and information gain coeffi-
cients on a per-video-object basis. Then we look at the distribution
of the coefficients across all video objects. Having identified the
most critical metric(s), we quantify the impact of improving this
quality using a linear regression model over a specific range of the
quality metric.

In summary, we find that BufRatio consistently has the highest
impact on user engagement among all quality metrics. For exam-
ple, for a 90 minutes live event, an increase of BufRatio by 1%
can decrease PlayTime by over 3 minutes. Interestingly, the rela-
tive impact of the other metrics depend on the content type. For
live video, RateBuf is slightly more negatively correlated with
PlayTime as compared to long VoD; because the player buffer

Zhang, SIGCOMM 2011 



LVod Viewer level"
Play Time vs. Buffering Ratio:"
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Correlation coefficient (kendall): -0.97, slope: -1.24
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LVoD Viewer level"
# of Views vs Buffering Ratio:  "


Low Buffering Ratio Is Good for Viewer Retention 
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Concluding Remarks

"   First empirical analysis of video quality vs. engagement
§  100% coverage measured at video player 
§  Across sites, genres, metrics, granularity of engagement

"   Video quality does impact engagement
§  Buffering ratio most important metric
§  Live video engagement even more sensitive to quality 
§  Need to look at both viewer and view level engagement impact

"   Video quality presents opportunity and challenge
§  Follow the traffic:  60% Internet traffic today, will be more than 95% 

in near future à elephants will stepping on each other’s toes! 
§  Premium video will be consumed via lean back experience on big 

screens à zero tolerance for poor quality?


Zhang, SIGCOMM 2011 



2011 Internet Traffic Distribution 

Source: Akamai 66% Internet Traffic is Video  

IPTV  VOD 

Internet Video 

P2P  

Video Calling 

Web, email, data 

File transfer 

Online gaming 

VoIP 

Business Internet 
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2011 and Beyond: A World Full of  Elephants  

Video (100x traffic growth) 

Other Applications (10 x traffic growth) 

2011  
 

What Does It Mean For the Internet 
 If 95% Traffic is Video?  

2016  
 Zhang, SIGCOMM 2011 


